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From the
Managing
Trustee...
SUGAR MATTERS
It is true that Kenya is a deficit sugar producer, meaning that, our national consumption outstrips the national production of the commodity. In the short
term, the Government has taken steps to mitigate
against this deficit by facilitating importation of the
commodity.
The ideal situation would demand that we be sugar
sufficient, by producing more than we can consume.
This is very achievable! So, what do we need to do? In
this edition, we give you (our) actionable proposals,
including Commodities Fund’s financing role.
COFFEE
Then, in the previous issue (5) of our newsletter,
we published the first part of Coffee financing paper
that Commodities Fund presented during the 2017
SCAA’s Global Specialty Coffee Expo held in Seattle,
USA in April this year.

Nancy C. Cheruiyot;
Managing Trustee;
Commodities Fund.....

During the expo, Kenya was the portrait (featured)
country. As a result, the country had an opportunity
to engage world players in coffee industry, pitching
for Kenyan Coffee in the global arena. Part of the pitching involved making a case for coffee
financing, which Commodities Fund was honoured to take a lead. Thus, in this edition, we bring
you the second and final part of that paper.

NEW LOGO
Finally, it is my pleasure to present to you our new Logo (Next page)! As you are aware, Commodities Fund was created through merging two Fund’s: Coffee Development Fund and Sugar
Development Fund (formerly under Kenya Sugar Board, now Sugar Directorate under AFA) in
2014.
In the last three or so years, the Fund was operating under the corporate identity of our sisterinstitution: Agriculture and Food Authority (AFA). As we continue growing, it has become
necessary to establish our own corporate identity, part of that being designing and unveiling a
new logo.
ISO 9001:2015 CERTIFICATION
At the same time, the Fund is at an advanced stage in an endeavour to be ISO certified under the
latest ISO QMS certification version: ISO 9001:2015. Find the details inside!
Happy reading!
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Chepnorio Farmers’
Society Opens Fourth
Coffee Factory

S

ome 900 coffee farmers at
Chepnorio Farmers Society
are poised to reap benefits of
primary value addition to their coffee, following the opening of a new
( and the fourth Society-owned) Coffee factory recently.

The coffee pulping factory,
was officially opened on September
20, 2017 at the society’s headquarters, Chepnorio in Kericho County.
Among the chief guests during the event was Ms. Nancy Cheruiyot, Commodities Fund’s Managing
Trustee and Mr. Grenville Melli, Head
of Agriculture and Food Authority’s
Coffee Directorate.
Chepnorio Farmers’ Co-operative Society (FCS) was registered
on June 27, 1985 under the leadership of Mr. Cheruiyot Rono and some membership of
30 farmers.
A society that initially used to produce 50,000
kilos of coffee cherry with little payment rate of Kshs.
7.00 per kilo has grown exponentially, with a vision
and desire to improve the living standards of its members.
To date, the society has average production
of 770,000 kilos of coffee cherry a season and the
average pay for every kilo of cherry delivered has
grown to almost Kshs. 80.00.
With the newly opened processing unit,
Chepnorio Farmers Society now has four operational
factories through which the farmers expect to improve their income by adding value to their produce
via primary processing. The newest processing unit
was established under financing from Commodities
Fund.

Situated at the society’s headquarters in Magire Sub–location, Chilchilla Ward, Kericho County,
the new factory was opened on September 20, 2017
under leadership of Mr. Richard Mibei, the current
Chepnorio Society’s Chairman.
The new factory is expected to benefit 450
farmers of the Society’s total (900). Of these, 102
farmers are members of youth and 94 are women.
In addition to establishing the coffee primary
processing unit, the society also purchased a tractor
to aid in transportation of their produce as well as
farming input.
During the opening ceremony, the society was
awarded processing license as ‘Chepnorio- Kapsile’
by the industry’s regulator, Agriculture and Food Authority’s Coffee Directorate.

Coffee Loan Products
TERM

TYPE OF LOAN

SHORT
TERM
LOANS

Coffee Advances
(ADV)

To finance primary production/
processing of crops.

12 months

10%,
reducing
balance

Coffee Processing
loans (CPL)

cooperatives and estates who want to
install or replace obsolete processing
units

8 months

10%,
reducing
balance

Cherry Advance
(CHADV)

Picking of cherry (Labour),
Processing of cherry
Transport of cherry
For producers in need of rehabilitating
their crop by purchase of farm inputs,
financing Farm operations such as
labour and transport
Target: Cooperative societies; to
improve quality and quantity of coffee
produced through organized and
purchase of inputs in bulk.
Agro–Processing Loan facility for
borrowers who are engaged in
processing or value addition to
agricultural products through
processing before selling
Targeted at farmer based Saccos,
unions, marketing and milling agents
and financial institutions involved in
agricultural financing, as a means to
increase Commodities Fund’s outreach
by leveraging on the above institutions’
local presence
For producers who want to establish
new crops or change season, as well as
increase acreage

8 months

5%, reducing
balance

Up to 18 months

10%,
reducing
balance

Up to 18 months

5%, reducing
balance

Up to 24 Months

10%,
reducing
balance

18 months

2.5%, Flat
rate

Up to 60 months

10%,
reducing
balance

To facilitate borrowers acquire
machinery and equipment.

Up to 60 months

This loan facility is meant to assist
producers undertake critical
construction works.
This loan facility is aimed at assisting
borrowers’ access water on the
farm/premises and also installation of
irrigation system.

Up to 60 months

10%,
reducing
balance
10%,
reducing
balance
10% reducing
balance

MEDIUM
TERM
LOANS

Extended Advance
(EXADV)

Bulk Acquisition
of Farm Inputs
(BAFI)
Value addition
Loan (VA)

Wholesale Lending
(WSL)

LONG
TERM
LOANS

Coffee
Establishment
Loan (CEL)
Coffee Machinery
and Equipment
Loan (CMEL)
Infrastructure
Loans
Water
Development/Irrig
ation Loans

PURPOSE

RAPYMENT
DURATION

Up to 60 months

INTEREST
RATE
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Corporate Pictorial
Timothy Parsankul,
Commodities Fund’s
credit officer hosts
farmers at the Fund’s
Exhibition stand during
this year’s Nakuru ASK
show

Silas Nyaga, Fund’s Interim Finance Manager
explains about prudent
usage of Fund’s credit
facilities to Farmers from
New Karithathi Cooperative Society from
Kirinyaga County during
the 2017 Central Kenya
Agricultural Show at
Kabiruini Show grounds,
Nyeri

Public service insitutions
participate in a walk to
mark this year’s edition
of Public Service Week in
Nairobi.
Commodities Fund, a
public agency under the
Ministry of Agriculture,
Livestock and Fisheries
was among the participating institutions.

K

enya is a deficit sugar producer, with
the current total national consumption
outstripping national production by over
300,000 metric tonnes.
A report by Global Agricultural information network approximates that Kenya’s sugar
consumption is forecast to increase in 2017/18
due to growth of demand in retail, industrial and
food service sectors.
This growth is supported by an increase
in consumer purchasing power, and the diversification of manufactured sugar-based products.
The country’s (national) local production
in the last five years has been about 60% of the
total consumption and the resultant shortfall being offset by imports.
However, the performance of the industry has steadily declined due to cane shortage
being witnessed as a result of severe drought
experienced in the last half of 2016. Due to the
fore mentioned, the sugar production in 2017 is
estimated at about 380,000 Metric Tonnes.
Statistics from Agriculture and Food Authority’s Sugar Directorate show that the country imported slightly over 330,000 metric tonnes
to cover the deficit in the national consumption
by close of 2016.

Working
Towards
Sufficiency
in Sugar
Production
in Kenya

With the current safeguards (of limiting
duty free sugar imports to only 350,000 metric
tonnes granted by Common Market for Eastern
and Southern Africa (COMESA) coming to an
end in February 2019, if further extension is not
granted, Kenya’s local sugar industry will have
to face competition from increased quotas of
duty free sugar imports.
This means that Kenya sugar industry
has to embrace several measures to not only
lower the cost of sugar production, but also ensure constant supply of the raw material.
Kenya’s estimated sugar production
cost is Kshs. 82,000 per tonne, compared to
Egypt’s Kshs 41,200 per tonne.
As a result, even though we have local
capacity to produce enough sugar for domestic
use and export, the cost of production is exorbitant.
While countries such as Egypt have

embraced irrigated sugar farming technologies, huge
part of Kenya’s sugar farming is rain fed. With the
effects of climatic change, the sugar sector in Kenya
has to embrace technologies that will not only mitigate on the effects, but also in a more sustainable
manner.
In addition, Kenya has relied for a long time,
on use of varieties of sugar cane that take around 1822 months to mature such as CO 421 and CO 945,
when sugar producing giants such as Brazil have
embraced early maturing varieties.
However, the good news is that this is changing, with introduction of new varieties which are ready
after a year, such as KEN 83-737.
The onus is now with the policy makers, financiers, producers and processors to work hand in
hand to ensure high adoption rate of these early maturing cane varieties, as a way of ensuring constant
supply of cane for processing in order to bring down
the deficit being experienced between the national
production and consumption.
At the same time, this adoption will not be
successful if at the end of the production cycle, the
producers will not be assured of consumerate income from their produce that not only caters for all of
their production costs, but also enables them to meet
their cost of living, and generally improvement of their
livelihoods.
This means that along the sugar value chain,
the producers are assured that processors will harvest their crop in time, value it for its content and price
the same in a manner that gives the producer value
from his/ her produce.
The Sugar Industry’s regulator, AFA’s Sugar

Directorate has been implementing the sucrose-content-based cane payment system, with cane testing
units being installed in all the sugar mills. The process is ongoing.
At the processing level, the industry need to
embrace processing technologies which are at par
with their peer-producers in other sugar producing
countries.
Some of our local millers still use old milling
plants, which require high cost of maintenance, and
which consume too much energy, among other factors, thus, increasing the cost of production at the
processing level.
With coming into place the new devolved system of governance, it is expected that producers are
better supported, since extension services are part
of devolved agriculture functions to County Governments.
With agriculture specialists near the producers, it is expected that better crops husbandry will
lead to improved yields, and hence increased cane
supply to meet the millers’ capacity needs.
At the same time, Commodities Fund, a state
Corporation under the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries that provides low cost credit facilities to various crops commodities, including sugar
sector is in the process of devolving its services by
opening regional offices in order to bring the credit
facilities closer to farmers.
The Fund has since the year 1992 to date, financed the industry to a tune of over Kshs 20 billion.
(Rosaline Wambura Senior Credit Officer; Commodities Fund)

Commodities Fund’s
Board of Trustees,
during a recent tour
of Kwale International
Sugar company mill.
“The industry need to
embrace processing
technologies which are
at par with their peerproducers”

Sugar Loan products
TERM

TYPE OF LOAN

PURPOSE

DURATION

INTEREST RATE

Medium
term

Cane Maintenance
Loan

For farmers and institutions in
need of maintenance of their first
(1) or second (2) Ratoon; to:
 Purchase of fertilizers
 Ploughing and weeding
 Procurement of
Agrochemicals.
Agro–Processing Loan facility for
borrowers who are engaged in
processing or value addition to
agricultural products through
processing before selling
To facilitate Sugar factories to
rehabilitate Factory Related
Machinery leading to expansion
and higher levels of efficiency;
Refurbish equipment and procure
spare parts for factory

Up to 18 months

5%, reducing balance

Up to 24 Months

10%, reducing balance

Up to 24 months.

5% , reducing balance

For farmers and institutions who
would want to establish and
maintain Ratoons.

A five (5) year loan
disbursed as follows:
• 40% for
establishing plant
crop (24
months),
• 30% for
maintaining first
(1) Ratoon (18
months);
• 30% for
maintaining
second (2)
Ratoon (18
months).
Up to 60 months

• 4% (if an
institution is
lending to a
farmer)

Up to 60 months

10%, reducing balance

Up to 60 months

10% reducing balance

Value addition
Loan

Factory
Rehabilitation
Loan

Long term

Cane Development
Loan

Machinery and
Equipment Loan
Infrastructure
Loans
Water
Development/
Irrigation Loans

To facilitate borrowers acquire
machinery and equipment.
This loan facility is meant to assist
producers undertake critical
construction works.
This loan facility is aimed at
assisting borrowers’ access water
on the farm/premises and also
installation of irrigation system.

• 5% (If the
institution is
utilizing it for
Cane Development
Purposes).

5%, reducing balance
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QUALITY POLICY

QUALITY STATEMENT

Commodities Fund (Fund) is committed to providing
efficient and reliable credit facilities along the value
chain to the satisfaction of the agriculture sector.

Commodities Fund (Fund) is committed to providing efficient and reliable credit facilities along the value chain
to the satisfaction of the agriculture sector.

The Fund will continually improve its Quality Management System through enhanced customer service delivery; hence achieve vibrant, sustainable and profitable scheduled crop sector.

The Fund will continually improve its Quality Management System through enhanced customer service delivery; to achieve a vibrant, sustainable and profitable
scheduled crops in the agricultural sector.

Commodities Fund is committed to developing and
maintaining a Quality Management System which conforms to ISO 9001:2015 International Standards.
In pursuit of this commitment, Commodities Fund
shall:
1. Establish and maintain a quality management
system and continually improve its effectiveness.
2. Effectively communicate the quality policy at all
levels within the organization and shall be available to relevant interested parties.
3. Provide resources for implementation of the quality management system.
4. Comply with applicable statutory and regulatory
requirements.
Commodities Fund shall implement monitor and regularly review this policy and related quality objectives
for suitability in line with the changing needs and requirements of our customers and other relevant interested parties.

		
Nancy C. Cheruiyot
Managing Trustee

16/6/2017
		
Date

QUALITY OBJECTIVES
1. The Fund shall ensure it improves its customer satisfaction level by 10% annually.
2. The Fund shall provide affordable and accessible
credit by ensuring disbursement of loans to clients
within 30 days after perfection of security.
3. The Fund shall ensure it complies with rules, regulations, statutory requirements and ISO 9001:2015
requirements by preparing and submitting quarterly
and annual reports and remittance of statutory deductions within the prescribed timelines.
4. The Fund shall continually improve its services in order to meet customer and other interested parties
needs and expectations by acknowledging and responding to complaints/inquiries within 30 days.
5. The Fund shall provide leadership and commitment
by engaging interested parties in achieving the
Funds’ mandate through at least four (4) stakeholder
sensitization forums annually.
		
Nancy C. Cheruiyot
Managing Trustee

16/6/2017
		
Date

Commodities Fund,
A Credit Facility
Provider for Coffee
Development in
Kenya:
(part 2

(A Paper By Nancy Cheruiyot

Managing Trustee; Commodities Fund
Presented During The 2017 Global Specialty Coffee Expo In Seattle, Washington
State, USA)

M

ost smallholder farmers cannot access financing from the mainstream financial institutions.
This is so due to several factors key of which
are: the long coffee cycle, collateral requirements, and
fluctuations in coffee payments.
Through Commodities Fund, the Government
has extended credit facilities to a tune of Kshs 2.6 billion for coffee development. Whereas the Government
is striving to fill the gap, there is still so much to do in
other areas such as capacity building and institutional
support to cooperatives, provision of timely extension
services among other things. These services require
financing and technical support from all stakeholders.
There are a lot of things that farmers can utilize the funds for, which in turn will enhance production and productivity. These include adopting irrigated
agriculture and modern farming technologies, crop
insurance, using new coffee varieties that are more
resistant to diseases and withstand harsher climatic
conditions, building cooperatives governance capacity, embracing value addition in coffee, as well as promoting domestic consumption of coffee produce.
The Future for Coffee Farming in Kenya

BELOW: 2017 Global Specialty Coffee Expo Chief
Guest, Kenya’s Agriculture Cabinet Secretary, Mr.
Willy Bett, (Second Left), cuts ribbons to officially
open the expo.

There is a huge potential for coffee production in Kenya. While production and productivity has
been declining over the years, there is a new interest
in coffee especially in non-traditional coffee growing
regions.
We are witnessing regions which had no coffee at all are showing a lot of interest in the crop. Over

the last three years, area under coffee has increased
and this can only continue with support from the Government and other stakeholders.
In addition, there is a lot of demand for coffee seed and seedlings. The seed is sourced from
the Kenya Agricultural and Livestock Research Organizations’ Coffee Research Institute (KALRO-CRI;
formerly Coffee Research Foundation-CRF).
Over the years, the KALRO-CRI was in a position to meet the demand for seeds and seedling.
However, going forward, its capacity will need to be
enhanced to meet the production of seed and subsequently seedlings as well. All this requires finances
and deliberate support in terms of technical capacity.
In addition, there are many other regions in
the country that can grow coffee and only need development of the right varieties for those agro-ecological
regions. This again will require investment in research
and sustained promotion to endear the farmers in
such regions to grow coffee. Crop diversification to
include coffee in other areas is also another way of
ensuring that farmers maximize their return from their
land. Coffee being a special crop will require farmers to be trained for sufficient period on planting and
managing the crop for maximum returns.
Young people who inherited small coffee
farms from their parents are now taking keen interest
and expanding these farms. This is a group highly
challenged to access credit from commercial lenders, as a result of stringent requirements. Thus, there
is a need for deliberate financial model that caters for
this group, especially in coffee sector.
Farmers need to be trained to approach coffee farming as a business. Most smallholder farmers do not understand the relationship between their
investments and returns, and hence cannot always
make right decisions when it comes to investing in
the crop. By understanding the actual cost of production or cost of investment, a farmer will be able invest
more when he or she knows that it will result in profitable returns.
Lastly, increasing domestic consumption of
coffee will ensure that coffee farmers access additional market for their coffee thereby stabilizing prices
and by extension their income.
Conclusion: Self-Sustainability or A Need for Donor Funding
There are several forms of financing for smallholder farmers in the developing world, from the aid

agencies at the international level to micro-financial
institutions at local level. The major source of financing has been through multilateral and bilateral agreements with individual governments.
But sustainability has not, in most cases,
been adequately addressed. Some of the farmers
have failed to realize the intended benefits of a program after the aid agency pulls out. Other forms of
financing have been severely limited in terms of resources.
Though several groups of farmers have benefited from micro-financial services operating at the local level, the impact has not been significant enough
considering the populations involved. Government
agencies are also constrained by inadequate resources to meet the financial requirements of the
smallholder sector.
Commercial financial institutions such as
banks and financial houses cannot effectively serve
the needs of smallholder farmers due to their high
interest rates and other limiting factors such as collateral. No one system of financing smallholder farmers can be perfect; rather the different sources have
positive elements that can be built upon for the benefit of farmers.
It is the role of national governments to come
up with effective, efficient and sustainable systems of
financing smallholder farmers in order to transform
this sector into one characterized by fully commercialized production (Joseph Made, 2014)
In a nutshell, this conclusion is based on a
simple model, where development is a joint effort and
a product of a multitude of activities initiated by individuals and the community voluntarily, governments
using public means as well as nongovernmental
agencies. Each has a specific role to play and if properly harnessed, both private and public driving forces
can bring about the desired results.
At the start, all players, government and other
partners need to join hands in financing coffee farming in terms of providing the capital needed (IFC,
2012). Once the sector is strong enough and sufficient
funds have been provided, then self-sustainability of
the Fund can be achieved through interest earned as
well as small holder farmers who are strong enough
gain access to alternative funding from commercial
banks.

Commodities Fund
Complaints Handling Procedure
The Fund will follow the procedure below to ensure that registered complaints are resolved promptly. Complaint(s)
may be made verbally or in writing. The Fund will deal with registered complaint in a prompt and efficient manner.
Fund’s Complaints Handling Officer will assist the Complainant(s) if he/she/ they requires/ (require) assistance in making his/ her/ their complaint(s) so that all relevant facts are provided

START: Complaint is received via different channels,
acknowledged and filed. Determination done as to
whether it is requires front line or through investigation
is done.

Second Level (Investigation Resolution):

First Level (Front line
Resolution):

a)

The complaint is
reviewed and resolved
quickly.

b)

Outcome
communicated to
Complainant within 5
days.

Complainant satisfied?

Yes
END: Complaint
closed, and outcome
recorded

Investigate whether/ why the
Complainant is dissatisfied by Front
line resolution and determine the
issues therein
Determine the complexity of complaint
and what kind of investigation/ referral
it requires

Acknowledge the complaint within 3
working days, and refer the
complaint to respective Department
for resolution

No

Provide the decision within 30
working days, unless there is
compelling reason to extend the
timeline. (Provide reasons for this
extension)

Complainant satisfied?

No
Refer the
complaint to CAJ

Yes
END: Complaint closed,
and outcome recorded

Commodities Fund
Service Charter
Financial
Solutions

Mode of
access

Target

Requirement

Fees

Duration

Advances
(Repayable within
12 Months)

Agency

Small scale
farmers

Duly Filled Loan Application Form and all
requisite documents attached

*1.5% of loan
awarded

30 Days after
perfection of security

Direct

Estate
growers

Duly Filled Loan Application Form and all
requisite documents attached

*1.5% of loan
awarded

30 Days after
perfection of security

Extended
Advances
(Repayable within
18 months)

Agency

Small scale
farmers

Duly Filled Loan Application Form and all
requisite documents attached

*1.5% of loan
awarded

30 Days after
perfection of security

Direct

Estate
growers

Duly Filled Loan Application Form and all
requisite documents attached

*1.5% of loan
awarded

30 Days after
perfection of security

Coffee Processing
Loan for estate
farmers

Direct

Cooperative
Society
Estate
growers

*1.5% of loan
awarded
*1.5% of loan
awarded

30 Days after
perfection of security
30 Days after
perfection of security

Coffee Farm
Establishment
Loan

Agency

Small scale
farmers

Duly Filled Loan Application Form and all
requisite documents attached
Duly Filled Loan Application Form and all
requisite documents attached; Registration by
AFFA Coffee Directorate as estate grower

*1.5% of loan
awarded

30 Days after
perfection of security

Direct

Estate
growers

*1.5% of loan
awarded
*1.5% of loan
awarded

30 Days after
perfection of security
30 Days after
perfection of security

*1.5% of loan
awarded

30 Days after
perfection of security

Coffee Machinery
and Equipment
Loan

Direct

Co-operative
Society

Estate
growers
Acquisition of farm
inputs

Direct

Cooperative
Society

Duly Filled Loan Application Form and all
requisite documents attached; Feasibility study
and business plan; Proof of other income
Duly Filled Loan Application Form and all
requisite documents attached; Feasibility study
and business plan; Contribution of 10% of cost
of asset by co-operative society; Quotation from
reputable firms
Duly Filled Loan Application Form and all
requisite documents attached; Feasibility study
and business plan; Contribution of 10% of cost
of asset by co-operative society
Duly Filled Loan Application Form and all
requisite documents attached; Registration by
AFFA Coffee Directorate as estate grower; A
business proposal; A schedule of active coffee
farmers
Duly Filled Loan Application Form and all
requisite documents attached

Estate
growers
SACCOs;
Wholesale loan
Direct
Marketers;
Unions,
Millers
*Application fee:1.5% of loan awarded, subject to minimum: Kshs. 100.00

*1.5% of loan
awarded

30 Days after
perfection of security

GENERAL SERVICES
Provision of Technical
Financial Advice

All Stakeholders

None

Free

On the spot

Enquiries in person

All Stakeholders

None

Free

Acknowledgement to
written Correspondence
Payment to Suppliers

All Stakeholders

None

Free

Within Five Minutes of
Arrival
Seven Days

Suppliers

Submission of requisite documents

Free

Fourteen Days

Answering Telephone
Calls

All Stakeholders

None

Free

Third Ring

In case of a complaint, kindly contact:
MANAGING TRUSTEE; COMMODITIES FUND
Railways Headquarters, Block D-2nd floor, Workshop Road, Off Haile
Selassie Avenue; P.O. Box 52714 – 00200 NAIROBI;
Tel: (+254 20) 2210806/ 2210807/ 2210809;
Mobile: (+254 772) 602427/8 | (+254 737) 204278/9;
Email: info@codf.co.ke; Website: www.codf.co.ke

COMMISSION FOR ADMINISTRATIVE JUSTICE (CAJ)
West End Towers, 2nd Floor, Waiyaki Way, Westlands;
P.O Box 20414 - 00200 Nairobi.
Tel: +254 020 2270000
Email: certificationpc@ombudsman.go.ke ;
website: www.ombudsman.go.ke

Contact Us:

Commodities Fund
Railways Headquarters Building Block D - 2nd Floor
Workshop Road; Off Haile Sellassie Avenue
P.O. Box 52714 - 00200 Nairobi
Telephone: (+254 20) 2210806/7/9
Mobile: (+254 772) 602427/8; (+254 737) 204278/9

: www.codf.co.ke
: info@codf.co.ke
https://www.facebook.com/commoditiesfund
: @cofkenya

Environmental awareness:

Keep Your
Environment Clean

